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RÉSUMÉ 

Les propriétés mécaniques à haute température et la stabilité thermique des alliages 

d'aluminium oulés deviennent de plus en plus importantes afin de satisfaire la demande croissante 

d'alliages d'aluminium dans l'industrie automobile et pour développer les matériaux pour moteurs de 

nouvelle génération. Les alliages Al-Cu sont largement utilisés dans les applications moteurs, en 

particulier dans les blocs moteurs et les culasses. Dans le présent travail, diverses teneurs en Si sont 

ajoutées dans des alliages de type Al-Cu 224 pour étudier l'effet du Si sur l'évolution des précipités 

et des propriétés mécaniques lors d'une exposition thermique à long terme. De plus, des éléments de 

transition (Zr, V et Mn) et un nouveau traitement thermique en 2 étapes est utilisé pour tester la 

possibilité d'améliorer encore les propriétés mécaniques des alliages Al-Cu 224 à haute teneur en Si. 

La première partie se concentre sur l'effet du Si sur l'évolution des précipités et des propriétés 

mécaniques lors d'une exposition thermique de longue durée jusqu'à 1000 h à 300 °C dans les alliages 

Al-Cu 224. Les résultats montrent que l’ajout de Si favorise la précipitation des précipités θ’ au cours 

du vieillissement et augmente alors les propriétés mécaniques à la condition T7. La limite d'élasticité 

en compression à température ambiante augmente de 316 MPa dans l’alliage 0.1Si à 355 MPa dans 

l’alliage 0.8Si, tandis qu'elle augmente de 120 MPa à 139 MPa à 300 °C. Cependant, lors d'une 

exposition thermique à 300 °C (conditions T7A), les propriétés mécaniques diminuent avec 

l'augmentation du temps d'exposition en raison du grossissement des précipités, et diminuent 

significativement avec l'augmentation de la teneur en Si. La limite d'élasticité à température ambiante 

de l'alliage 0.8Si chute de 355 MPa à 108 MPa seulement après 100 h d'exposition thermique, alors 

qu'elle atteint 130 MPa dans l'alliage 0.1Si après 1000 h d'exposition thermique. La résistance au 

fluage diminue également considérablement avec l'augmentation du Si. Outre la déformation totale 

élevée, le taux de fluage constant de l'alliage 0,8Si est également supérieur d'un ou deux ordres de 

grandeur à celui de l'alliage 0.1Si. Une hypothèse est proposée pour expliquer le comportement 

grossissant des précipités θ’ avec des ajouts de Si, selon laquelle la ségrégation du Si à l'interface 

matrice α-Al/précipités θ’ pourrait accélérer le grossissement des précipités θ’. Le court espacement 

entre les précipités et le rapport surface/volume élevé dans les alliages à haute teneur en Si à l'état T7 

jouent également un rôle important car ils raccourcissent la distance de diffusion. 

Dans la deuxième partie, des éléments de transition Zr, V et Mn sont ajoutés en alliage 0,5Si. 

Pendant ce temps, un nouveau traitement thermique en 2 étapes est appliqué pour former des 

dispersoïdes α et des dispersoïdes Al3M. Le résultat montre que le micro-alliage augmente les 

propriétés mécaniques dans les conditions T7A et que le traitement des trayons en 2 étapes peut 

encore améliorer la stabilité thermique de l'alliage avec des éléments de transition. A l’état T7, aucune 

amélioration évidente des propriétés mécaniques n’est observée. La séquence d'amélioration des 

propriétés mécaniques à haute température peut s'écrire comme suit : l'alliage avec élément de 

transition + traitement thermique en 2 étapes > l'alliage avec éléments de transition + traitement 

thermique conventionnel > l'alliage de base + traitement thermique en 2 étapes > le alliage de base + 

traitement thermique conventionnel. Le rôle des éléments de transition et du traitement thermique sur 

l’amélioration des propriétés mécaniques est expliqué par le ralentissement du grossissement des 

précipités θ’, et la formation de dispersoïdes apporte une contribution supplémentaire aux propriétés 

mécaniques à température élevée. 

  



 

ABSTRACT 

The high-temperature mechanical properties and thermal stability of cast aluminum alloys 

become more and more important nowadays to satisfy the increasing demand of aluminum alloys in 

automobile industry and to develop the next generation engine materials. Al-Cu alloys are widely 

used in engine application especially in engine blocks and cylinder heads. In the present work, various 

contents of Si are added in Al-Cu 224 type alloys to investigate the effect of Si on the evolution of 

precipitates and mechanical properties during long-term thermal exposure. In addition, transition 

elements (Zr, V and Mn) and a new 2-step heat-treatment are introduced to test the possibility of 

further improving the mechanical properties of high-Si Al-Cu 224 alloys. 

The first part focuses on the effect of Si on the evolution of precipitates and mechanical 

properties during long-term thermal exposure up to 1000h at 300 °C in Al-Cu 224 alloys. The results 

show that the addition of Si promotes the precipitation of θ’ precipitates during aging and then 

increases the mechanical properties at T7 condition. The compressive yield strength at room 

temperature increases from 316 MPa in 0.1Si alloy to 355 MPa in 0.8Si alloy, while it increases from 

120MPa to 139 MPa at 300 °C. However, during thermal exposure at 300 °C (T7A conditions), the 

mechanical properties are decreasing with increasing exposure time due to the coarsening of 

precipitates, and significantly declining with increasing Si contents. The yield strength at room 

temperature of 0.8Si alloy drops from 355 MPa to 108 MPa only after 100 h of thermal exposure, 

while it is as high as 130 MPa in 0.1Si alloy after 1000 h of thermal exposure. The creep resistance 

also dramatically decreases with increasing Si. Besides the high total strain, the steady creep rate of 

0.8Si alloy is also one or two orders of magnitude higher than 0.1Si alloy. A hypothesis is proposed 

to explain the coarsening behavior of θ’ precipitates with Si additions that Si segregation at α-Al 

matrix/θ’ precipitates interface could accelerate the coarsening of θ’ precipitates. The short inter-

precipitates spacing and high surface to volume ratio in high Si alloys at T7 condition also plays an 

important role as they shorten the diffusion distance. 

In the second part, transition elements Zr, V and Mn are added in 0.5Si alloy. Meanwhile, a 

new 2-step heat-treatment is applied to form α-dispersoids and Al3M dispersoids. The results show 

that the micro-alloying increases the mechanical properties at T7A conditions, and the 2-step teat-

treatment can further improve the thermal stability of the alloy with transition elements. At T7 state, 

no obvious improvement of mechanical properties is observed. The sequence of high-temperature 

mechanical properties enhancement can be written as: the alloy with transition element + 2-step heat-

treatment > the alloy with transition elements + conventional heat-treatment > the base alloy +2-step 

heat-treatment > the base alloy +conventional heat-treatment. The role of transition elements and heat 

treatment on the improvement of mechanical properties is explained as slowing the coarsening of θ’ 

precipitates, and the formation of dispersoids provides the supplementary contribution to the elevated-

temperature mechanical properties.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Aluminum cast alloys are widely used in automotive industry nowadays due to the high 

demand of light weight vehicles, which not only provide better performance but also have 

higher fuel efficiency and lower greenhouse gas emissions. And the need is continuously rising. 

Al-Cu cast alloys play an important role in aluminum cast alloys. Many different alloys are 

designed and applied in various fields based on the Al-Cu system. This type of aluminum cast 

alloys is one of the promising aluminum alloys that is widely used in automotive industry.  

Nowadays, the most widely used Al-Cu cast alloys usually contain up to 5 wt% Cu and 

they are able to provide a high strength at room temperature. However, the development of 

automotive industry also requires materials that can operate at elevated temperature to pursue 

better engine performance, the expected operating temperature of engines is usually over 300 

°C[1, 2]. Therefore, improving the elevated temperature properties of key engine parts is one 

of significant concerns in industrial applications for Al-Cu cast alloys.  

Elements like Mg and Si are often used to increase the mechanical properties at room 

temperature in Al-Cu system. It is reported that in Al-Cu 224 alloys, the addition of Mg can 

produce fine, dense and uniformly distributed θ’ precipitates[3]. And limited addition of Si in 

Al-Cu alloys also has a significant effect on the precipitation of θ’ in the aging stages. A small 

portion of Si promotes the formation of dislocation helices[4, 5]. Researchers found that GP 

zone or θ’ precipitates are likely to nucleate at the sites where edge-type dislocations exist[6]. 

and if a GP Ⅱ zone is Si-rich, it will be more likely to nucleate a θ’ precipitates[7]. Besides, Si 

is also linked to other effects including decreasing the interfacial energy of α-Al/θ’[7] and 

increasing the mobility of Cu[8]. However, current researches mostly focus on the effect of Si 

on the room-temperature mechanical properties, there is limited systematic study on the 
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influence of Si on the evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties at elevated-

temperature, especially during the elevated-temperature thermal exposure. 

Transition elements are also reported to introduce to Al-Cu system to improve their 

elevated-temperature properties. It is generally achieved in two approaches: one is to stabilize 

the θ’ precipitates which is the dominant strengthening phase in Al-Cu alloys, while the other 

is the formation of thermally stable dispersoids with the addition of transition elements like Zr 

and Sc, which could provide supplementary contribution to the elevated-temperature 

mechanical properties. It is reported that the addition of transition elements with low diffusion 

rate like V, Zr, Sc, Mn, etc. can segregate at the θ’ precipitates/matrix interfaces, which can 

suppress the coarsening behavior of the θ’ precipitates and stabilize it at high temperature [1, 

9-11]. The combination of V and Zr is reported more efficient in delaying the transformation 

from θ” to θ’ precipitates and improving the coarsening resistance of θ’ than only adding Zr[12]. 

For Sc, the addition of it will form the W-AlScCu phase that consumes Cu solutes, resulting in 

strengthen deterioration, but with the addition of Zr, it can also lead to a large number of 

Al3(Sc,Zr) precipitates which have an excellent effect on stabilizing θ’ precipitates, then 

increasing the creep resistance at elevated temperature[12, 13]. Beside inhibiting the 

coarsening process, the nano sized L12 structured precipitates like Al3Zr and Al3Sc are also 

thermal stable at elevated temperature[14]. In Al-Cu alloys, the addition of Zr or Sc can lead 

to a co-existence of this metastable and coherent Al3(Sc,Zr) precipitates and θ’ precipitates in 

the matrix that furtherly increases the thermal stability[12, 15]. And with the addition of Si, for 

example in 3xx series, larger size equilibrium D023 structured (Al,Si)3Zr dispersoids, instead of 

L12-Al3Zr, are found in Zr added 3xx alloys[16, 17]. It is also reported that with limited addition 

of Si, Mn is also very effective stabilizer for θ’ precipitates in Al-Cu alloys[18, 19]. However, 

limited study has been performed systematically on influence of combined additions of 
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transition elements in Al-Cu 224 alloys on the elevated-temperature properties during the 

thermal exposure at 300 ℃. 

 

1.2 Objective 

1) To systematically investigate the effect of Si on the evolution of precipitates and 

mechanical properties, especially during elevated-temperature thermal exposure 

in Al-Cu 224 alloys. 

 

2) To explore the possibility of improving the thermal stability of high-Si Al-Cu 

224 alloy by micro-alloying of transition elements and applying modified heat-

treatments. 

 

3) To provide a strengthening mechanism for Al-Cu cast alloys and a precipitates 

evolution model during thermal exposure. 



 

CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Development of Al-Cu alloys 

Cu is the first major alloying element that is systematically and widely used for 

aluminum cast alloys. The Al-Cu alloys are heat-treatable since they respond well to 

precipitates hardening, which gives them high strength among all casting alloys. But it is 

important to restrict the Si content. Also, this group of alloys presents problems during casting 

like hot-tearing, therefore, to ensure the quality final product, it is also vital to provide generous 

feeding during solidification[20]. 

The Al-Cu alloys were first developed driven by the demand of the aircraft industry. 

The first one known as duralumin was designed by a German metallurgist called Alfred Wilm, 

which contains 3.5 wt% Cu 0.5 wt% Mn and 0.5 wt% Mg. It was first used in rigid airship 

frames. And when the monocoque construction methods are introduced the material in early 

1930s, it was widely used in the aircraft industry. As pioneers as the duralumin, many Al-Cu 

alloys were developed and became today’s 2000 series wrought alloys[21].  

The 2xxx series alloys are primarily used where high damage tolerance and fracture 

toughness are the first concern like the fuselage. For example, the wrought alloy 2024 (which 

contains 4.3 wt% Cu, 1.5 wt% Mg and 0.6 wt% Mn) has been widely used in aircraft fuselage 

manufacture of most commercial passenger aircraft since the middle of the 1930s. It has a 20% 

higher yield strength than duralumin. After being T3 tempered, it also shows a high tensile 

yield strength ratio that promotes damage tolerance, which is ideal for manufacturing the 

armor[22].  
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The Al-Cu alloys are also well known for their superior creep resistance at elevated 

temperatures: alloys 2618 is used for the skin of high-speed Concorde aircrafts, and alloy 2219 

is used for fuel tanks in space vehicles. With the addition of various elements and the control 

of impurities like iron and Si, their properties can be further improved[23]. 

 

When considering performance and cost, to reduce the material density is about 3-5 

times more effective than to increase the mechanical properties[24]. Lithium is one of the most 

effective alloying elements in reducing density in 2000 series alloys that have a high solubility 

in aluminum matrix. For 1% addition of lithium, the density of aluminum can drop by 3%. 

Nowadays, lithium-containing aluminum alloys are widely used in fuel tanks and fuselage 

application in aerospace. Alloys 2195( Al-Cu-Li alloy) was also once used in the external 

launch tank of US Space Shuttle[23]. 

 

As mentioned, the most widely used aluminum casting alloys in automotive engine 

manufacturing are Al-Si-Mg and Al-Si-Cu-Mg cast alloys, which have been developed decades 

ago. The high proportion of Si in the alloys provide superior hot-tearing resistance and fluidity, 

making mold feeding much easier in the casting process. As the development in automotive 

power system, better engine material with high strength at elevated temperature are desired. 

Although 356 type and 319 type have a relatively high ambient-temperature mechanical 

properties and by introducing transition elements to form thermal stable dispersoids can further 

increase their elevated-temperature mechanical properties.  The alloys with high Si contents 

can still not be competitive in the revolution of the engine material. 

 

Given the facts of Al-Cu and Al-Si alloys, it seems always hard to get the perfect 

combination of castability and mechanical properties at the same time. But when the strength 
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is the first priority, Al-Cu alloys are always the better options. People are also trying to find a 

way to improve the castability and further enhance the mechanical properties as well. 

 

As a typical Al-Cu cast alloy, B206 alloy has been applied for cylinder head and engine 

blocks. However, a recent study on a newly designed Al-Cu 224 alloy has aroused public’s 

attention. It demonstrates the proper addition of Mg can improve the yield strength to 142 MPa 

at 300℃, which is only 93MPa for B206 alloy[3, 25].  Table 2.1 is a summary of the high 

temperature properties of different Al-Si or Al-Cu cast alloys. The result clearly shows that Al-

Cu cast alloys are more promising with higher yield strength.  

 

Table 2.1 Comparison of the YS at elevated temperature of various cast aluminum alloys. 

(Summarized based on literatures[3, 12, 25]@ZIMENG WANG) 

Alloys 

YS (MPa) at 300℃-315℃* with stabilizations 

100 h 200h 1000 h 

224-(0Mg)-T7 110  -- 

224-(0.13Mg)-T7 142  125 

Al5CuMg-T6 (206)  60 -- 

Al5CuNiMnZr-T6  105 -- 

206L T6 93  77 

240-T7 105*  90* 

224ZrSc-T7 125   

224ZrV-T7 114   

356-T6 28*  24* 

356ZrV-T6 41  -- 

3560.5Cu-T7 33  -- 
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3560.5Cu0.3Mo-

T7 

47  -- 

319-T7 51  34 

3190.25Mn0.3Mo-

T7 

60  54 

 

Recent studies[1, 26] have confirmed a strong relationship between the segregation of 

solute atoms to θ’-Al2Cu/α-Al interface and the stability of metastable θ’ precipitates. This 

opens numerous opportunities for precipitates strengthening alloys (like Al-Cu alloys) 

designation, which can further push the limits of elevated-temperature properties of the alloys 

and extend their thermal stability range through matrix/precipitates engineering. In this 

investigation in high-performance computing and data informatics, a database of the 

segregation energies of 34 micro-alloying elements to the θ’-Al2Cu/α-Al interface is calculated 

by a first-principles approach based on density function theory (DFT) and it is demonstrated in 

Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 DFT segregation energies of 34 solutes at each platelet (Ali–2, Ali–1 and Ali) at the 

coherent and semi-coherent interfaces between the Al matrix and θ’. Only the lowest segregation 

energies at given platelets are shown[1].(@ELSEVIER) 

 

In Figure 2.1, 34 solute elements are categorized into four quadrants by their 

segregation energies at the coherent and semi-coherent interface. It is suggested that elements 

like Mn, Zr Sc that segregate to and have positive energies of the semi-coherent interface might 

have greater efficiency on stabilizing the precipitates at elevated temperature. The prediction 

is corresponding to the literatures which experimentally provide the evidence[19, 27].  Another 

groups of elements like Cd, Sn and In are reposted to have a strong affinity to vacancies in 

Al[28]. They favorably segregate at both coherent and semi-coherent interfaces, but their 

mixing energies indicate a low solubility of them within sublattices. Therefore, these elements 

might only act as a chemical bonding barrier to suppress the coarsening of θ’ according to the 

literatures and might not be able to stabilize the θ’ by partitioning to the θ’. But the effect might 
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be confined to low temperature due to their high diffusivity in Al[28-31]. Despite of the 

different mechanisms, these discoveries provide solid background knowledges to support the 

development of precipitates hardening alloys and help to elevate the high-temperature 

properties of these alloys. 

 

2.2 Precipitates of Al-Cu casting alloys 

  The Al-Cu binary system has been well investigated in the past, which help researcher 

better understand the binary system for industrial metal alloys and the age hardening strength 

method[32]. The classis precipitation sequence of Al-Cu alloys is used in many textbooks as 

an example to demonstrate the process of precipitation, which shows the academic importance 

of it. The Al-rich corner of the Al-Cu phase diagram shown in Figure 2.2 indicates all the 

possible phases that can be observed in the decomposition sequence[31].  
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Figure 2.2 Al-rich corner of the Al–Cu phase diagram showing the metastable solvus boundaries for 

GP zones, θ” and θ’, together with the equilibrium solvus line for the θ phase[31]. (@ELSEVIER) 

 

It has been proposed in many studies that the decomposition sequence of precipitates 

in Al-Cu binary system follows the process below[33, 34]: 

 

Supersaturated Solid Solution (SSSS) → Guinier-Preston zones (GP zones) 

 → θ” (GP II zones) → θ’ → θ  

 

Figure 2.3 shows the Gibbs free energy of different phases-composition of Cu curves 

of Al-Cu alloys at low temperature, GP zone and the αmatrix have the same crystal structure 

therefore it shares the same curve with the αmatrix. θ” phase and θ’ phase are less stable than 

the equilibrium θ phase with higher Gibbs free energy. The driving force of phase 

transformation is the decrease of Gibbs free energy, although the driving force to precipitates 

of θ phase is the highest, there is a lower nucleation barrier for θ” phase and θ’ phase. Thus, 

they will precipitate before equilibrium θ phase. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of Gibbs free energy of different phases-composition of Cu curves of Al-Cu 

alloys at low temperature. (@ZIMENG WANG) 

 

The complete decomposition sequence does not occur in every circumstance, only 

when the aging temperature is below the GP zone solvus and with a high enough 

supersaturation. First the solute Cu atoms are enriched in the Al matrix when the alloy is aged 

below the GP zone solvus to form the Cu atom layers on {001} α planes, which are known as 

GP zone. The general agreement is that GP zones are usually single-atom layers of Cu on {001} 

α planes but multilayer GP zones have also been observed[35]. The typical size of GP zones is 

in the order of tens of nanometers, and there is critical diameter of GP zones between 5nm to 

10 nm, after reaching which the zone size will remain constant. This stage before further 

transformation is called incubation period[31]. As aging proceeds, θ” phase will precipitate. It 

is directly transformed from solute clusters or GP zones in underaged conditions. θ” phase 
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contain 10-40 at% Cu, therefore, different combination of Cu and Al layers can form it. The 

most accepted structure of θ” phase is that it has 2 layers of Cu atoms separated by 3 layers of 

Al atoms along {001} α planes. θ” phase exhibits plate-like shape and has coherent faces but 

when the plates’ thickness is too high the edge of θ” phase can become semi-coherent[36-38]. 

Figure 2.4 demonstrates a structure of GP zones and θ” phase (also recognized as GP2 zones). 

The formation of θ” phase also follows by an incubation period and then the formation of 

metastable θ’ phase occurs. The crystal structure of θ’ phase is body-centered tetragonal 

(I4/mcm, a = 0.404 nm and c = 0.580 nm). It has the nominal stoichiometry of Al2Cu and forms 

as rectangular or octagonal plates on {100}Al planes and also has a particular orientation 

relationship with the Al matrix ({100}Al||{100}θ’, <001>Al||<001> θ′)  Finely dispersed θ’ phase 

is consider as extremely shear resistant precipitate which has coherent broad faces and semi-

coherent interfaces at the edges[39]. θ’ phase can directly forms heterogeneously on the defects 

like dislocations to reduce the misfit in two <001>Al directions. Recent research also finds that 

θ’ phase continuously nucleates on θ” phase through the rearrangement of elements. The 

evidence is shown in Figure 2.5. During the process, a part of θ” phase dissolve to provide 

extra Cu atoms since θ’ phase (Al2Cu) contains more Cu atoms than θ” phase (Al3Cu), and the 

transformation initiates randomly at several sites inside of the θ” phase[40].  
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Figure 2.4 Schematic showing the transformation from a supersaturated solid solution to GP1 zone to 

GP2 zone during ageing[41]. (@ELSEVIER) 
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Figure 2.5 (a) HAADF image of θ” precipitate with the ongoing transformation to θ’. (b and c) 

Enlarged HAADF images (filtered) of the regions between n1 and n2 (in the red frame), and between 

n2 and n3 (in the yellow frame) respectively, schematic diagram of extending the sections n2 and n3 is 

overlaid on (c), orange circles represent Cu atoms in the n2 section and blue the n3 section, Al atoms 

are omitted. (d) Unit cell of θ’. (e and f) The atomic arrangements and simulated HAADF image for 

APDB of the type a/2<110> lying on {110}θ’ in θ’[40]. (@ELSEVIER) 

 

The prolonged aging or over aging (giving adequate time or temperature) can lead to 

the formation of θ phase (shown in Figure 2.6), which is incoherent and thermodynamically 

stable with a body centered tetragonal structure (I4/mcm, a = 0.607 nm, c = 0.487 nm). It is 

proposed that θ’ phase first grows and coarsens and when aspect ratio reaches a critical value, 
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the transformation to θ phase becomes thermodynamically favorable. And if a θ’ precipitate is 

below the “critical aspect ratio”, θ will nucleate on its semi-coherent interface, and the θ phase 

will be stabilized and grow at the cost of θ’. And value of the critical aspect ratio increases with 

temperature and the size of θ precipitates[42-44]. 

 

Figure 2.6 The competition between an existing θ′ particle and a θ nucleus placed on its semi-coherent 

interface, as predicted by phase field simulations for two sample conditions. Generally, higher aspect 

ratio θ′ particles are more stable against phase transformation into θ[44]. (@SSRN OPEN ACCESS) 

 

2.3 Influence of alloying elements on the evolution of microstructure and 

mechanical properties 

2.3.1 Si 

Si, similar to Fe, is usually considered as an impurity in many Al-Cu alloys. However, 

it still plays an important role in this type of aging hardening alloys. Its effect can be classified 
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into two aspects: it can modify the as-cast microstructure and affect precipitates evolution in 

Al-Cu alloys[45]. 

The Fe-intermetallics in Al-Cu alloys are well studied in many researches[46-49]. Fe 

in 206 alloys, usually precipitates two types of intermetallics: platelet β-Fe (Al7Cu2(MnFe)) 

and Chinese scripted α-Fe (Al15(FeMn)3(CuSi)2) with Fe level no more than 0.3 wt%. When 

the Si/Fe ratio is around 1, β-Fe is the only Fe-intermetallics in the microstructure[50]. Β-Fe is 

reported that could dramatically deteriorate the tensile properties of the alloys because it is 

brittle and could lead to crack initiation, propagation and make the alloys more susceptible to 

hot tearing[51]. Liu et al[46, 47] propose that the individual addition of Si or the combination 

of Si and Mn can modify the intermetallics by promoting the formation of α-Fe and suppressing 

the precipitation of β-Fe. Since the formation temperature of α-Fe is higher than β-Fe during 

the solidification process, after the formation of α-Fe, there are fewer Fe atoms available for 

the formation of β-Fe. Figure 2.7 shows the existing intermetallics after different addition of 

Si and Mn. 
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Figure 2.7 Microstructures of the experimental alloys with individual or combined additions of Mn 

and/or Si[46]. (@SPRINGER) 

 

Si has been experimentally proven that has a positive effect on the precipitates’ 

evolution in Al-Cu during the aging stage. In Al-2Cu-1Si ternary alloy[52], θ’ precipitates are 

smaller, more densely distributed with lower aspect ratio and coarsening resistant than in Al-

2Cu binary alloy when the same aging treatment is conducted. The phenomenon is explained 

using Khachaturyan-Hairapetyan (KH) thermoelastic theory, indicating that the elastic 

interaction between Si and θ’ precipitates catalyze the nucleation of θ’ precipitates on Si and 

inhibit the coarsening of it.  
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By first-principles calculation, Biswa et al[7], find that Cu sites are attractive to Si 

segregation at α-Al/θ’ interfaces and Si favorably partition to Cu sublattice sites in θ’ 

precipitates, which is in agreement with experimental results shown in Figure 2.8. In their 

study, GPII zones, also known as the θ” precipitates, are observed in Si-containing alloy with 

a three times higher number density than in Si-free alloy. And according to the discoveries: 1) 

at high aging temperatures, θ’ precipitates, with the help of dislocations, can heterogeneously 

nucleate on GPII zones preceded by the dissolution of GPII zones[53-55]. 2) the addition of Si 

favors the formation of dislocations helices[5, 56]. Si is believed to catalyze the heterogeneous 

precipitation of θ” and θ’ precipitates. 

 

Figure 2.8 Proxigram from a sample of alloy (Al-4.0Cu-0.022Si-0.054Fe) aged at 463 K for 8 h, Green 

laser pulsing is used[7]. (@ELSEVIER) 

Si’s effect on the thermal stability of θ’ precipitates during thermal exposure is vital to 

the Al-Cu alloys. A recent study[57] demonstrates that an intermediate addition of Si (0.05 

wt%~0.10 wt%) maintains a good mechanical property of the AlCuMnZr alloys after 200 h 
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thermal exposure at 300 ℃. The thermal stability of θ’ precipitates can be linked to the as-aged 

microstructure. Figure 2.9 is the TEM images of three different alloys with different Si 

additions, which clearly indicates that Alloy D with intermediate Si has larger size θ’ 

precipitates and greater inter-precipitates space at as-aged conditions and a dense distribution 

of θ’ precipitates after thermal exposure. Figure 2.10 demonstrates the mechanism that the 

addition time provided by larger precipitates allows Mn and Zr to segregate at the interfaces of 

α-Al/θ’ precipitates to further stabilize the θ’ precipitates. 

 

Figure 2.9 Representative microstructures of low, intermediate, and high Si alloys in this study after 

aging and after subsequent high temperature exposure at 350 °C for 200 h: The low Si alloy and the 

high Si alloy both exhibit fine θ’ precipitates in the as-aged state and θ’ to θ transformation upon 

extended thermal exposure. The intermediate Si alloy shows coarser θ’ particles upon aging and no 

obvious θ’ to θ transformation upon thermal exposure[57]. (@ELSEVIER) 
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Figure 2.10 Proposed nucleation mechanisms which explain the reduced number density of precipitates 

observed in intermediate Si alloys relative to low and high Si alloys. Note that this figure is schematic, 

and the Si clusters are not drawn to scale with the vacancy structures[57]. (@ELSEVIER) 

 

The effect of Si on precipitates evolution in Al-Cu alloys has been well investigated. 

But only focusing on the aging stage, studies on thermal stability during thermal exposure at 

elevated temperatures are carried out but the addition of Si is restrained at a low level. The 

mechanism of how high Si addition influences the thermal stability of the θ’ precipitates and 
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furtherly, of the Al-Cu alloys is still unknown. Thus, it is still necessary to fill this blank for 

the development of Al-Cu alloys in the future. 

 

2.3.2 The role of transition elements in Al-Cu alloys 

2.3.3 V 

V belongs to the Group 5 elements. It has low solubility in aluminum matrix of 0.33 

at% at 662.1 ℃. It is also reported as a much slower diffuser than Sc and the group 4 elements 

like Zr, Ti or Hf[58, 59]. The V containing aluminum alloys are usually used for structure 

components of automobiles due to their ability to absorb kinetic energy, this feature is primarily 

considered in components that might be strongly deformed in accidents[60].  

The addition of V is also used in the purpose of improving elevated-temperature 

properties by forming the V-containing dispersoids[59, 61]. It is reported that 0.1 wt%~0.2 wt% 

addition of V in 7150 alloys (Al6.3Zn2.2Mg2.3Cu0.16Si) can enhance recrystallization 

resistance during post-deformation annealing, particularly in the presence of a great number of 

Al21V2 dispersoids that are distributed in supersaturated dendrite cells, which furtherly 

increases the high temperature strength. But due to the limited solubility of V, When exceeding 

0.15 wt% addition, primary V-bearing intermetallic will form in as-cast condition and stay 

undissolved during following  homogenization[62]. 

V is believed to be a grain refiner; it can also reduce the conductivity and increase the 

temperature. It is reported that the addition of 0.045% V in 5083 alloy restricts the growth of 

recrystallized grains and leads to a refined fibrous structure in the rolling sheet[63].  

In 6063 alloy, the addition of 0.1 wt% V can accelerate the precipitation of β'and β'' phases, 

which have an impact on the yield strength and tensile strength after aging[64]. In a study of 
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6xxx series alloys with addition of Cu, V is found that can fluence on the changes in shape of 

the precipitates and 0.2 wt% addition of V can significantly increase the elongation rate of the 

alloys[65].  

The reports focusing on the effect of V on the precipitation in Al-Cu alloys are still 

hard to find. It is reported in AA2091 alloys, the dense V-bearing dispersoids can lead to a 

finer distribution of S’ precipitates as well as the a higher hardness level[66]. A recent study 

mentions that in 224 alloys, the combination of V and Zr improves the yield strength of 

experimental alloys superior to individually adding Zr or V by stabilizing the θ’ phase. The 

mechanism of the effect of V has not reported but believed resemble as Zr[12, 67].  

2.3.4 Mn  

As mentioned, Fe is an inevitable impurity in aluminum alloys that promote the 

formation of various intermetallics. The eventual phases containing this element depends on 

the composition of alloys, cooling rate and heat-treatment methods. In Al-Cu alloys, the usual 

Fe-rich intermetallics includes Al3(FeMn), Al6(FeMn), Alm(FeMn), Al7Cu2Fe(β-Fe), 

Al15(FeMn)3(SiCu)2 (α-Fe)[47, 68-74]. Among these intermetallics, β-Fe is the only one that 

does not contain Mn, which as well as Al3(FeMn) could severely deteriorate the tensile 

properties of Al-Cu alloys. And giving the brittle characteristic, they could lead to crack 

initiation and propagation, on the contrary the Chinse scripted α-Fe intermetallic is less harmful 

to the mechanical properties[75]. The introduction of Mn in Al-Cu alloys is to compensate the 

harmful effect of iron. It is reported that Mn can promote the transformation of α-Fe, and their 

transformation efficient depend on the Fe/Mn ratio. The Fe/Mn ratio as 1.6 for non-pressure 

applied casting and 1.2 for 75 MPa pressure applied casting, respectively, is reported in 

Al5Cu0.5Fe alloys that can fully convert the β-Fe to α-Fe intermetallic[76]. Figure 2.11 shows 

the transformation Fe-rich intermetallics with Mn/Fe ratio. And Figure 2.12 demonstrates the 
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volume precent of α-Fe intermetallic with Mn addition and as well as cooling rate and Si 

addition, which indicates Mn and Si have a synergistic effect and are more efficient as 

combined[46].  

 

Figure 2.11 Fe-rich phases in as-cast condition without applied pressure: Mn/Fe=0; 

(b) Mn/Fe=1.2; (c) Mn/Fe=2[76]. (@ELSEVIER) 
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Figure 2.12 Relative volume percent of α-Fe at various cooling rates in the experimental 206 cast 

alloys[46]. (@SPRINGER) 

 

Similar result is also found in 3xx alloys[77], a complete transformation from β-Fe to 

α-Fe can be expected with a critical Mn/Fe around 1.2, exceeding which, it might cause 

unwanted volume of α-Fe in the microstructure. Besides, in 3xxx alloys with small amount of 

Si, the micro-alloying of Mn can also promote the precipitation of α-Al(MnFe)Si dispersoids 

or Al6(MnFe) dispersoids which can improve the mechanical properties in the condition of 

restricting the Mn addition lower than its solid solution limit[78, 79].  

Mn is also reported as a stabilizer for θ’ precipitates in Al-Cu alloys, which thereby, 

helps to improve the high temperature properties[10, 18, 19, 57]. It can segregate at both semi-

coherent and coherent α-Al/ θ’, but a thicker Mn-rich layer is observed at the semi-coherent 

interface and stabilize θ’ precipitates at high temperatures via decreasing the interfacial energy 

and reducing the effective diffusion coefficient of solute. Moreover, the addition of Zr and Mn 
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is able to stabilize the θ’ precipitates at 350 ℃, which is more effective than individually adding 

Mn where the θ’ precipitates can only maintain stable at 250~300 ℃[19]. 

2.3.5 Zr  

Transition elements in group 4 and group 5 of the periodic table, like Zr, Ti, V Nb, Hf, 

Ta, as well as Sc, are favorably added in Aluminum alloys to form the L12 structured Al3X 

precipitates for advanced high temperature application. Because the system of Al-X (X=Zr, Sc 

Ti…) has high melting temperature low density, low precipitate/matrix mismatch, and good 

thermal stability[80-82]. The metastable L12 Al3Zr precipitates is reported that can main 

thermally stable at 425 ℃ even after 1600h with transforming to D023 structured equilibrium 

phase[83]. Figure 2.13 shows the L12 Al3Zr precipitates after aged at 425 °C for 1600 h keep a 

radius of 10.9±1.9 nm. 

 

 

Figure 2.13 Centered superlattice dark-field TEM micrographs of dendritic precipitates in Al–0.1 Zr 

aged at 425 °C for 1600 h[83]. (@ELSEVIER) 
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In Al-Cu casting alloys, adding these transition elements like Zr can improve the 

thermal stability of the alloys by not only forming the coherent nano-sized precipitates but also 

modifying the α-Al matrix/precipitates interface, retarding the coarsening behavior of 

precipitates like θ’ and Q’[84-86].  

It is reported that Al3Zr particles facilitate heterogeneous nucleation of  θ” and θ’ 

precipitates on them during aging[87]. Figure 2.14 shows the HRTEM images as evidence. The 

same phenomenon is also reported in other researches, and it occurs when the interfacial energy 

of Al3Zr/ α-Al matrix is smaller than the interfacial energy of Al3Zr/ θ’ while which is smaller 

than the α-Al matrix/θ’ interfacial energy[88, 89]. The precipitation of θ” on pre-existed Al3Zr 

causes a compact morphological structure of these two phases which is also described as 

sandwich-like: broad faces of θ” enclosing Al3Zr and surrounding it. The formation of such 

sandwich-like structure significantly reduces the coherency strain, thereby the elastic strain 

energy, leading to a delayed growth and transformation of θ”[90]. 

 

Figure 2.14 2219NbZr alloy after peak aging at 473 K (200 ℃) (c) HRTEM image showing θ’ 

precipitate nucleating on Al3Zr, and (d) HRTEM image showing θ” precipitates nucleating on 

Al3Zr[87]. (@SPRINGER) 
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In terms of Al3M precipitates, Sc is predicted that can eliminate the precipitates free 

zone(PFZ) even with a small amount of addition (<0.1wt%) in Al-Zr alloys[91]. In Al-Sc-Zr 

alloys, the analogous core-shall L12 precipitates can form spontaneously under proper 

processing with controlled chemical compositions, which usually have a Sc-rich core and 1-

2nm thin Zr-rich shell[92-94], Figure 2.15 demonstrates the structure of Al3(Sc,Zr) precipitates 

observed by TEM. The mechanism is explained by Clouet et al[95], the introduction of Zr in 

Al-Sc leads to a large free-energy drop for the Al3(Sc,Zr) nucleation and the precipitates 

primarily absorb Sc atoms owing to the larger diffusion coefficient of Sc than Zr, which leaves 

the slow-diffusing Zr atoms to precipitate on the Sc-rich core as the growth continues. When 

Sc and Zr are introduced to Al-Cu alloys, a research reports that the combined addition of Sc 

and Zr shows a better creep resistance than only adding Zr in 224 alloys[12], while in Al-4Cu 

binary alloys, the addition of Zr and Sc significantly increases the UTS and YS during aging 

process[96].    

 

 

Figure 2.15 (a) Bright-field and (b) dark-field TEM micrographs of Al–Zr–Sc alloy cable specimens 

aged at 350 °C for 36 h[97]. (@ELSEVIER) 
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2.4 Nucleation, growth and coarsening of precipitates in Al-Cu alloys 

The general sequence of form a two phases system form a single-phase system includes 

three distinct steps: 1) nucleation of the new phase; 2) growth of the nuclei particles 

accompanying depletion of the matrix of solute; 3) coarsening which is also called Ostwald 

ripening. Notably, these three steps are not separated but artificially defined for better 

understanding the process[98].  

Classical nucleation theory (CNT) is the most commonly used theory to model 

nucleation. The central goal is to predict the nucleation rate. The nucleation favorably happens 

when the Gibbs free energy of the systems reduces. The Gibbs free energy is determined by 

three facts: 1) the chemical free energy, which is also the driving force for the phase 

transformation. 2) the interface energy and 3) the elastic strain energy. The last two show a 

tendency to increase the new phase’s Gibbs free energy, thus, hinder the phase 

transformation[99]. Figure 2.11 shows a schematic of net free energy-radius of precipitated 

phase curve. The net free energy first increases the decrease with the radius of precipitated 

phased, leading to a peak at where r=r*, where r* is the critical nucleation size. Only when the 

radius is greater than it, the nucleus will grow, otherwise it will dissolve.  
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Figure 2.16 Schematic of the variation of Gibbs free energy with the precipitate radius during 

nucleation process. (@ZIMENG WANG) 

 

The nucleation in precipitation process can be described as homogeneous nucleation, 

using the KWN nucleation model, this model is widely use for the prediction of precipitates in 

Al alloys[100]. The nucleation rate of precipitates can be written as[101]: 

 

𝐼 = 𝑁0𝑍𝛽∗exp (−
∆𝐺∗

𝑘𝑏𝑇
) exp (−

𝜏

𝑡
)  2.1 

 

where is the effective volume number density of nucleation sites in solid 

solution;  and  respectively, are the Zeldovich factor and the condensation rate of solute 

atoms in a cluster of critical size, respectively;  is the critical net free energy of 
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activation for formation of the critical nucleus;  is the Boltzmann constant; T is the 

aging temperature; ; and t is aging time. 

 

 Theoretically studies on precipitates kinetics can help us systematically 

understand the precipitates evolution. Previous investigations[102-104] suggests that 

dislocations (edge type in particular) can effectively reduce the  of transformation from 

coherent precipitates to incoherent precipitates, which means that some phases are 

likely to nucleate on dislocations. This prediction is consistent with experimental 

results of literature[105]. Also θ’ is observed to directly precipitate on dislocations[6].  It is 

also report that when θ” transfer to θ’ and θ’ transfer to θ, the nucleation occurs at the interphase 

boundaries of a transition phases[106, 107]. 

 

For precipitates hardening alloys that serve at high temperatures, the strengthening 

phases must be stable at service temperature to maintain the toughness of the material. Taking 

Al-Cu alloys as an example, the coarsening of θ’ precipitates will cause the loss in number 

density and increase in precipitate spacing, which lead to the reduction of mechanical 

properties. The details are discussed in Chapter 2.5. Moreover, the coarsening of θ’ precipitates 

will at the end results in the transformation of θ’ precipitates to equilibrium θ phase[84, 108, 

109]. 

 

In the coarsening process, the size of larger precipitates increases at the cost of smaller 

ones dissolve, and the total volume fraction f of the precipitates stays virtually constant[84, 

110]. Wagner[111] and Lifshitz and Slyozov[112] developed a theory (LSW theory) to 

describe the diffusion controlled coarsening process: 
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r3 − 𝑟0
3 = 𝑘∆𝑡 2.2 

 

Where r is the average particle radius, r0 is the average radius at the onset of coarsening 

and k represents the rate constant which is also the only parameter of true physical significance 

in equation 2.2, and it can be calculated by[112, 113]: 

 

k =
8𝑐𝛼(1 − 𝑐𝛼)𝛾𝐷𝑉𝑚

9𝑅𝑇(𝑐𝛽 − 𝑐𝛼)
2 2.3 

 

where,  is the atomic solid solubility of the relevant element in Al matrix,  is the average 

interfacial energy of the precipitate, D is the diffusivity of the rate-controlling solute, ,  is the 

molar volume of the dispersed phase,  is the ideal gas constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature.  is the stoichiometric solubility of the element in the precipitation phase. 

 

 Wagner also considered the situation when interface reaction controls (IRC) the 

coarsening process, wherein the rate-limiting process is the transport of solute through the 

precipitate-matrix interface by an unspecified interface reaction, the equal for this condition 

can be written as[113]: 

 

r2 − 𝑟0
2 = 𝑘𝑅∆𝑡 2.4 

 

where kR is a new rate constant that determined by the thermo-kinetic parameters of 

the system. 
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2.5 Strengthening models of precipitation strengthening 

The precipitation strengthening has been extensively applied as the main strengthening 

method in heat-treatable aluminum alloys. The strength derives from the ability of precipitates 

to hinder the movement of dislocations, which makes it important to understand how 

dislocations interact with precipitates under applied stress[114, 115].  

 

The precipitates-dislocations interactions can be classified into many categories based 

on the strength or the size of precipitates or if they are localized or diffuse[114]. Figure 2.17 

shows the interaction between dislocation and point particles. When the dislocation moves 

forward and encounters the precipitates, it will bend into an arc with a radius of Rc, Γ represents 

the tension of dislocations which is an independent character of the dislocation, and the critical 

angle for the moving dislocation line to overcome the precipitates is Ψc. It is commonly 

believed that Ψc is related to the mechanism of dislocations-precipitations interaction. When 

Ψc<120°the dislocations bypass the precipitates when 120°<Ψc<180°.  Fm is the maximum 

force that precipitates can stain and the relationship of Fm, Γ and Ψc can be written as: 

𝐹 = 2Γ cos (
𝜓𝑐

2
) 2.5 

Durin the interaction, a critical shear stress τc is required for dislocations to break free 

of the precipitates and it can be written as: 

𝜏𝑐 =
Γ

𝑏𝑅𝑐
2.6 

Where b is the Burgers vector. And because the effective obstacle precipitates spacing 

L and Rc have a relationship as: 

sin (
𝜃𝑐

2
) =

𝐿

2𝑅𝑐
2.7 

Where θc= π- Ψc, and the critical stress can be written as: 
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𝜏𝑐 =
2Γ

𝑏𝐿
sin (

𝜃𝑐

2
) 2.8 

 

 

Figure 2.17 Schematic illustration of the penetration of a random array of point obstacles by a 

dislocation[114]. (@SPRINGER) 

 

The mechanisms usually used to explain to explain the interaction are dislocation 

cutting through and dislocation bypass (Orowan) mechanisms[116]. At the beginning of aging, 

when the precipitates are small or not hard (deformable), they are coherent with the matrix. 

The dislocation can shear or cut through the precipitates, and the hinder effect will increase 

with the size of precipitates. And as aging proceeds, the precipitates will grow and coarse, 

becoming larger, or when the precipitates are harder (non-deformable), the dislocation will 

bypass the precipitates and leave a dislocation loop around the precipitates, and the hinder 

effect will decrease with precipitates size. The schematic is shown in Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18 Dislocations passing a precipitate by a) shearing and b) looping (Orowan mechanism) c) 

Illustrates the different strength contributions to the total yield strength[115]. (@ZIMENG WANG) 

 

In terms of the strengthening contribution, several mechanisms are developed: (1) 

Chemical strengthening; (2) Stacking-fault strengthening; (3) Modulus hardening; (4) 

Coherency strengthening; (5) Order strengthening. The last three are postulated to explain the 

dislocation shearing process[114]. 

   

The modulus hardening occurs when the shear moduli of the matrix and precipitates 

are different. The shear stress increment of it is given by[117]: 

Δ𝜏𝑐𝐺 = 0.0055(Δ𝐺)
3
2 (

𝑓

Γ
)

1
2

𝑏(< 𝑟 > 𝑏)−1+
3𝑚

2 2.9 

Where  is the shear modulus mismatch between Al and precipitates, f is the volume 

fraction of precipitates m is a constant which is equal to 0.85. 

 

The coherency strengthening is caused by elastic interaction between the strain fields 

of a coherent misfitting precipitate and the dislocation. The shear stress increment of it is given 

by[118]: 
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Δ𝜏𝑐𝑠 = 𝜒(𝜀𝐺)
3
2 (< 𝑟 >

𝑓𝑏

Γ
)

1
2

2.10 

Where  is a constant varying between 2 and 3, ≈2/3δ where δ=Δa/a as the room 

temperature lattice parameter misfit. 

 

The order strengthening is considered when the crystal structure of coherent 

precipitates is a superlattice and the matrix is a disordered solid solution. The shear stress 

increment of it is given by: 

Δ𝜏𝑜𝑠 =
0.81𝛾𝑎𝑝𝑏

2𝑏
(

3𝜋𝑓

8
)

1
2

2.11 

Where  is the antiphase boundary energy of the precipitates. 

 

When calculating the total strength increment of dislocation shearing mechanism, the 

value is taken as the larger of the sum of modulus strengthening and coherency strengthening 

or the order strengthening as follow: 

Δ𝜎𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = max{(M · Δ𝜏𝑜𝑠), (M · ΔτcG + M · Δτcs)} 2.12 

Where M=3.06 is matrix orientation factor. 

 

When dislocations bypass the precipitates, the Orowan mechanism is used to predict 

the shear stress increment. And when the precipitates are spherical or can be equivalent as 

spherical, it can be written as[92, 119]: 

Δ𝜏𝑂𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑛 =
0.4𝐺𝑏

𝜋𝜆√1 − 𝜐
ln

2𝑟

𝑏
2.13 

Where ν=0.34 is the Poisson ratio of Al matrix and  is the inter-precipitates spacing 

which is given as: 
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𝜆 = [(
3𝜋

4𝑓
)

1
2

− 1.64] 2.14 

In Al-Cu alloys, the shear stress increment of θ’ precipitates with true diameter dt and 

thickness tt can be calculated by[38]: 

∆𝜏𝜃′ =
𝐺𝑏

2𝜋√1 − 𝑣
∙

1

1.23 ∗ 1.03

√𝑁𝑣𝑑𝑡

−
𝜋𝑑𝑡

8 − 1.061𝑡𝑡

∙ ln 0.981
√𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑏
 2.15

 

In practical situations, the shearable and non-shearable precipitates might exist in the 

matrix at the same time. The total critical resolved shear stress contributed by the shearing 

mechanism and Orowan mechanism is calculated by the ad hoc superposition law[120, 121]: 

Δ𝜏𝑞 = Δ𝜏𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑞

+ [(∑ Δ𝜏𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑛
2 )

0.5

]

𝑞

2.16 

Where q is an exponent between 1 and 2, the value depends on the strength of the 

particles. It is found that when q=1.4, the prediction fits the experimental result the best for the 

combination of strong and weak particles, and the total strength contribution can be calculated 

by 

Δ𝜎 = 𝑀 · Δ𝜏 2.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

3.1 Alloys and Heat treatment 

3.1.1 Alloys with various Si additions 

In the first part of research, four different 224 alloys with various Si additions are 

designed and prepared using raw materials such as commercial pure Al (99.6%), pure Mg 

(99.9%), Al-50%Si, Al-50%Cu, Al-25%Mn and Al-5%Ti-1%B master alloys. Table 3.1 shows 

the chemical composition of each experimental alloy, which is analyzed by optical emission 

spectrometer. 

Table 3.1 Chemical composition of 224 alloys with various Si addition (in unit of wt%) 

Alloy # Cu  Si Fe Mg Mn Ti Al 

0.1Si 4.24 0.13 0.17 0.11 0.32 0.098 Bal. 

0.25Si 4.13 0.26 0.17 0.11 0.31 0.106 Bal. 

0.5Si 4.24 0.48 0.17 0.11 0.33 0.098 Bal. 

0.8Si 4.36 0.77 0.19 0.10 0.30 0.098 Bal. 

 

The production of experimental alloys is followed by the same procedure: the prepared 

materials are first melted in a crucible heated in electric resistance furnace. The temperature is 

maintained at 750 °C for at least 30 mins to dissolve all elements and then Ar gas is injected 

for 15 mins for degassing. After degassing, the melted metal will be poured into a Y-shape 

permanent steel mold which is preheated at 250 ℃ by gravity casting technique. The ingot is 

shown in Figure 3.1. 
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               Figure 3.1 Example of the ingot. 

 

The schematic of heat-treatment applied to experimental alloys is shown in Figure 3.2. 

After casting, the alloys are solution treated with a 2-step method (495 ℃/2 h+528 ℃/10 h), 

followed by water quenching. After holding for 24 h, the alloys are then artificially aged at 

200 ℃ for 4 hours, and then the samples are hold at different times of thermal exposure from 

100 h to 1000 h at 300 ℃. The conditions are indicated by as-cast, T7, T7Ax (x represents the 

time of thermal exposure). 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of heat-treatment for alloys with various Si addition. 

 

3.1.2 Alloys with addition of transition elements 

Zr, V, and Mn are introduced to the 0.5Si 224 alloy. The base alloy and the one with 

transition elements are marked as alloy O and alloy F. The chemical composition of them is 

shown in Table 3.2. Two different heat-treatment methods are applied to the experimental 

alloys in this part of the research and the parameters are shown in Table 3.3. The CHT is the 

same process that is applied to alloys with various Si additions, except that the solution 

temperature is 520 ℃. This parameter is modified based on the result of energy-dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDS). Another heat-treatment method is designed to promote the 

precipitation of Al3X precipitates and α-dispersoids, thus the alloys are first held at 300 ℃ for 

24 h and then 425 ℃ for 24 h. To prevent the coarsening of α-dispersoids, the alloys are only 

solution treated for 2 h, then water quenched aged and annealed with the same process. The 

conditions are named in the same rule. Same as in chapter 3.1.1, the conditions are defined as 

T7(after aging) and T7Ax(after annealing).  

Table 3.2 Chemical composition of designed high Si 224 alloys (in unit of wt%) 

Alloys Cu Si Fe Mg Ti Mn Zr V Al 

O 4.85 0.48 0.25 0.12 0.16 0.35 - - Bal. 

F 4.88 0.55 0.22 0.12 0.16 0.70 0.17 0.25 Bal. 
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Table 3.3 Heat treatment procedures for 0.5Si alloy with the addition of transition elements 

Heat-treatments Solution heat-treatment Aging Annealing 

Conventional heat 

treatment (CHT) 

495 ℃*2 h+528 ℃*10 h  200 ℃*4 h 300 ℃ 

*100 h&500 h 

2-step heat treatment  300 ℃*24 h+425 ℃*24 h, 

+520 ℃*2 h 

 

200 ℃*4 h 300 ℃ 

*100 h&500 h 

 

 

3.2 Materials characterization 

3.2.1 Microstructure analysis 

Optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), were used to reveal the microstructures of experimental alloys. 

Samples for OM and SEM observation were prepared by the standard metallographic polishing 

procedure. Samples for TEM observation were first ground and polished to 40~60μm, then 

twin-jet in a solution consisting of 67% methanol and 33% nitric acid at 21voltage under -20~-

30 ℃ to acquire a desirable thickness of foils. The thickness was measured using the two-beam 

convergent-beam diffraction pattern method.  

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was also utilized to investigate the 

microstructures of experimental alloys and to determine the solution heat treatment 

temperature as well as the formation of different phases in various experimental alloys. The 
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heating rate is set at 10℃/min, and tests of each condition were repeated three times to ensure 

the reliability of the results. 

 

3.2.2 Mechanical properties  

The mechanical properties of experimental alloys were characterized by micro-

hardness, compression yield strength tests and creep tests. Micro-hardness tests were 

conducted on the same samples for OM and SEM observation. Samples for compression yield 

strength tests were machined to φ10 mm x 15 mm cylinders, and the tests were conducted at 

both room temperature and 300 ℃ using the Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical testing system at 

the strain rate of 0.001/s. For compression creep tests, the parameters of the samples are the 

same as compression yield strength tests. Tests were conducted at 300 ℃ under a load of 30 

MPa and the tests were generally stopped after 90 hours, or the total creep strain reached the 

limit before 90 h. 3 samples under each condition were tested for both compression yield 

strength and creep tests. 



 

CHAPTER 4 The effect of Si on precipitates evolution and mechanical 

properties during the thermal exposure in Al-Cu 224 alloys 

Although Si is considered as an impurity in Al-Cu casting alloys, it has great potential 

to improve castability[45], however, there is limited open literature on the influence of Si on 

the mechanical properties during the long time thermal exposure in Al-Cu cast alloys. 

Therefore, this chapter focuses on the effect of various Si contents on the evolution of 

microstructure and mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloys during thermal exposure at 300 ℃. 

Samples under T7 heat-treatment are marked as “T7”, while samples under thermal exposing 

at 300 ℃ after T7 are marked as “T7A” (details shown in Chapter 3). The mechanical 

properties at both room-temperature and elevated-temperature are characterized by 

compression tests, while the creep resistance is obtained from the compression creep test at 

300 ℃.  

4.1 Results 

4.1.1 Evolution of microstructure with Si additions 

4.1.1.1 As-cast condition  

The typical microstructures of experimental alloys at the as-cast condition are shown 

in Figure 4.1. It is generally composed of α-Al, Al2Cu and Fe intermetallic (Fe IMCs).  

However, the differences in the as-cast microstructure are observed due to the Si addition that 

the variety and morphology of Fe intermetallic phases highly depend on the addition of Si. In 

low Si alloys (Figure 4.1 a)), two types of Fe IMCs phase were observed by OM: plate-like 

Al7Cu2(Mn, Fe), known as β-Fe IMCs and Chinese script-like Al15(Mn, Fe)3(Cu, Si)2, known 

as α-Fe IMCs. While in high Si alloys shown in Figure 4.1 b), only α-Fe IMCs were observed. 

This phenomenon indicates that the addition of Si leads to the transformation of β-Fe IMCs to 
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α-Fe IMCs. Results were also reported in the literature[73, 122, 123] that Si can promote the 

formation of α-Fe IMCs and suppress the formation of β-Fe.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Typical as-cast microstructures of experimental alloys: a) 0.1Si alloy, b) 0.8Si alloy. 

 

To further investigate the microstructures at the as-cast condition, DSC tests of 4 

experimental alloys were conducted. Figure 4.2 shows the first derivate of heating curves of 

each alloy, and Table 4.1 summarizes the peaks that represent different phases. Peaks 2 and 3 

corresponding to β-Fe IMCs and α-Fe IMCs, separately, directly indicate the co-existence of 

these two phases in 0.1Si alloy, 0.25Si alloy and 0.5Si alloy. However, the peak of β-Fe in 

0.5Si alloy is very weak, and this phase was even hard to observe by OM. In 0.8Si alloy, the 

peak of β-Fe IMCs is completely disappeared. Peak 4 represents the Al2Cu phase. With the 

increase in Si content, the peak temperature of Al2Cu decreases from 543 ℃ (0.1Si alloy) to 

530 ℃ (0.8Si alloy). Peak 5 at 519 ℃ is the peak of eutectic Si, which only appears in 0.8Si 

alloy, confirming the Si particles observed in the microstructure of 0.8Si by OM (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.2 DCS first derivate of heating curves of 4 experimental alloys at as-cast condition. 

 

Table 4.1 Peaks identification of DSC curves. 

Peak 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Phase α-Al α-Fe IMCs β-Fe IMCs Al2Cu Eutectic Si Al2CuMg[51] 

 

 

4.1.1.2 T7 condition  

Figure 4.3 shows the typical microstructures of the experimental alloys at T7 condition. 

After 10 h solution heat-treatment (SHT) at 528 ℃, Al2Cu is well dissolved into the matrix, 

while the Chinese script α Fe-IMCs and platelet β Fe-IMCs have remained as the dominant 

phases. In 0.1Si alloy (Figure 4.3 a)), two types of Fe-IMCs are both found. It is reported that 

during solution heat-treatment, α Fe-IMCs will become unstable and progressively transform 
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into β Fe-IMCs[51]. However, with high Si contents, α-Fe tends to be stabilized and shows 

resistance to the transformation. Table 4.2 shows the area fraction of Fe-IMCs of each alloy at 

T7 condition, which indicates that the Fe-IMCs in each alloy are at a similar level.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 SEM backscatter electron images with EDS analysis results: a), c) 0.1Si alloy, b) d) 0.8Si. 

 

Table 4.2 Area fraction of Fe-IMCs after T7 condition. 

Alloy 0.1Si 0.25Si 0.5Si 0.8Si 

Fe-IMCs area 

fraction/%  

1.31±0.35 1.38±0.39 1.52±0.49 1.47±0.49 

 

To reveal the microstructure changes caused by various Si contents, especially on the 

precipitates, detailed TEM observations were performed on different experimental alloys under 

T7 condition. Figure 4.4 shows the bright-field (BF) TEM images of experimental alloys at T7 

condition. The co-existence of fine and homogenously distributed θ” precipitates and θ’ 
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precipitates was observed in each alloy, but the presence of θ’ precipitates is dominant. The 

TEM results under T7 condition of experimental alloys demonstrate that the addition of Si 

promotes the precipitation of θ’ precipitates. The comparison of experimental alloys shows an 

obvious difference, as higher Si alloys have a greater number density of θ’ precipitates.  

Table 4.3 shows the TEM quantification results of precipitates under T7 condition. It 

can be found that the number density and volume fraction of θ’ has been significantly increased 

with Si. In 0.8Si alloy, the number density of θ’ is even twofold compared with 0.1Si alloy. In 

contrast, the true diameter of θ’ precipitates only increases from 86.4 nm in 0.1Si alloy to 88.0 

nm in 0.25Si alloy and then drops to 68.0 nm in 0.8Si alloy. The reduction of size has a negative 

effect on its contribution to yield strength[38] and it results in a milder growth of yield strength 

from 0.25Si to 0.8Si. Mitlin et al.[52] found that in the Al-2Cu-1Si alloy, Si clusters can act as 

nucleation of θ’ precipitates, because the strain energy of θ’ precipitates is considerably low if 

they nucleate on pre-existing Si clusters. In a recent study on Al-Cu-Mn-Zr alloys, Patrick et 

al.[57] proposed that the nucleation of θ’ precipitates on Si clusters is the reason for the 

decreased size and increased number density, because Si reduces the α-Al/θ’ precipitates 

interfacial energy and thermal dynamically stabilizes the formation of θ’ precipitates, therefore 

the critical nucleus size of θ’ precipitates[1, 124]. In the current TEM results, θ” precipitates 

only have a very small volume fraction and low number density compared with θ’ precipitates. 

Their size is quite similar in different experimental alloys. It might be suppressed by the 

transformation to θ’ precipitates since θ’ precipitates can also nucleate on θ” precipitates as 

aging proceeds. Notably, no literature mentions Si could significantly affect the size of θ”. 

Aniruddha et al.[7] reported that Si-rich θ” precipitates are more likely to nucleate θ’ 

precipitates, so we expected a decrease of number density with Si. But an interesting 

phenomenon we observed is that the number density of θ” first increases with Si and then has 

an upswing from 0.5Si alloy to 0.8Si alloy.  A possible reason is that the solution treatment 
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temperature (528 ℃) is considered high for 0.8Si alloy, which might cause more quenched-in 

vacancies in 0.8Si alloy. Literature has reported that quenched-in vacancies play an important 

role in the solid solution decomposition and the creation of dislocation loops[125, 126], which 

can act as nucleation sites for θ” precipitates[19]. Thus, the quenched-in vacancies can lead to 

an increase of number density of θ” precipitates in 0.8Si alloy. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 BF-TEM images and corresponding SAEDPs of experimental alloys at T7 condition: a) 

0.1Si alloy, b) 0.25Si alloy, c) 0.5Si alloy, d) 0.8Si alloy. 
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Table 4.3 Quantification result of θ’ and θ” precipitates at T7 condition. 

(dt=true diameter, tt=thickness, Nv=number density, f=volume fraction, Δτ=critical resolved shear 

stress (CRSS), σp=yield strength contribution by precipitates strengthening) 

4.1.1.3 T7A conditions  

Figure 4.5 shows the BF-TEM images of three experimental alloys after different 

thermal exposure times. The quantification results of θ’ precipitates are also given in Table 4.4. 

There are no θ” precipitates observed in the microstructures of any alloy at any T7A condition. 

In 0.1Si alloy, θ’ precipitates retained the plate-like shape with an obvious reduction 

of number density (Figure 4.5) during 1000 h thermal exposure. There are still some finer θ’ 

precipitates that can be observed (0.1Si T7A1000. The quantitative results show the increase 

in size and reduction of volume fraction and number density of θ’ precipitates. The equilibrium 

θ phase is not typical to find in 0.1Si alloy as the volume fraction of θ’ precipitates does not 

change much with thermal exposure time. The evolution of θ’ precipitates is principally growth 

and coarsening. 

In 0.5Si and 0.8Si alloys, the trend of θ’ precipitates evolution is similar to 0.1Si alloy 

during exposure. Nevertheless, these two alloys exhibit a significant change in size, volume 

fraction, and number density of θ’ precipitates. Si particles were found in 0.8Si alloy along 

Conditions dt/nm tt/nm Nv/μm-3 f/% Δτ/MPa σp/MPa 

0.1Si 
θ” 30.2 3.2 571 0.11 12.8 

228.0 
θ’ 86.4 4.9 1236 3.47 73.4 

0.25Si 
θ” 26.4 3.0 524 0.09 9.7 

272.4 
θ’ 88.0 5.6 1416 4.66 88.5 

0.5Si 
θ” 34.2 3.3 210 0.06 9.5 

285.1 
θ’ 76.4 6.3 1948 5.88 92.7 

0.8Si 
θ” 34.0 3.0 424 0.13 12.7 

294.2 
θ’ 68.0 6.2 2473 5.87 95.3 
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with coarsened and large θ’ precipitates which are marked as Si-rich precipitates. And it seems 

that the Si segregation is the key reason for the coarsening of θ’ precipitates. The identification 

of Si-rich precipitates is based on Si’s rapid diffusivity and ability to partition in θ’ precipitates. 

Patrick et al.[57] observed an approximately 5 times greater Si content within precipitates in a 

0.24 wt% Si content Al-Cu alloy than low Si alloys (lower than 0.1wt% Si). Thus, it is not 

difficult to believe that in the same alloy, θ’ precipitates that are closer to Si segregations are 

most likely to be Si-rich, leading to their higher coarsening rate. The true diameter of θ’ 

precipitates in 0.8Si alloy even reduces from 148.1nm at T7A500 condition to 116.6nm at 

T7A1000 condition due to the dramatic reduction of number density, mostly because the 

transformation to θ phase occurs at a critical aspect ratio on large θ’ precipitates[127]. The 

equilibrium θ phase commonly exists in these two alloys, indicating that the transformation of 

θ’ precipitates also plays an important role in the microstructure evolution. 

When compared TEM images vertically, Figure 4.5 also demonstrates the 

microstructure evolution with increasing Si at the same T7A conditions. High Si alloys have 

less finer but more coarsened θ’ precipitates. The dramatic increase in size and reduction of the 

number density of θ’ precipitates leads to a drop of CRSS with Si. Figure 4.6 shows the 

distribution of the thickness of θ’ precipitates at T7A100 condition. Θ’ precipitates that have a 

thickness between 5~10nm take up the largest proportion in each alloy. In 0.1Si alloy, the 

average thickness is also in this area and nearly 60% of θ’ precipitates have a thickness similar 

to the average thickness. As Si content increases, the average thickness of θ’ increases due to 

the creasing proportion of thick precipitates. The distribution tends to deviate from the normal 

distribution, which means more θ’ precipitates in high Si alloys are either finer or coarser than 

the average thickness. This could be linked to the non-uniform distribution of Si, as Si-rich θ’ 

precipitates might coarsen faster than non-Si-rich θ’ precipitates. 
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Figure 4.5 BF-TEM images and corresponding SAEDPs of experimental alloys at different T7A 

conditions. 

 

 

Table 4.4 Quantification result of θ’ precipitates at T7A conditions. 

Conditions dt/nm Thickness/nm Nv/μm-3 f/% Δτ/MPa σp/MPa 

T7A100h 

0.1Si 85.8 7.3 498 2.14 41.9  128.3  

0.5Si 104.7 10.3 239 2.67 33.7  103.1  

0.8Si 111.5 14.8 104 2.93 22.6  69.3  

T7A200h 

0.1Si 88.1 7.8 458 1.76 41.2  126.2  

0.5Si 109.5 12.5 184 2.03 26.6  81.5  

0.8Si 123.7 16.2 75 2.38 20.6  63.0  

T7A500h 

0.1Si 98.6 8.4 396 1.75 36.4  111.4  

0.5Si 116.7 12.9 98 1.45 22.3  68.1  

0.8Si 148.1 17.8 51 1.54 19.3  59.1  

T7A1000h 
0.1Si 103.1 12.8 209 1.48 31.6  96.8  

0.5Si 134.8 15.8 58 1.37 18.9  57.9  
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0.8Si 116.6 22.9 48 1.19 15.9  48.7  

 

 

Figure 4.6 Distribution of the thickness of θ’ precipitates at T7A100 condition. 

 

4.1.2 Evolution of mechanical properties with Si    

4.1.2.1 As-cast condition  

Figure 4.7 shows the microhardness of experimental alloys at as-cast condition. As Si 

content increases, the microhardness increases. A quantitative analysis of Al2Cu area fraction 

was performed based of OM images by IMAGEJ software. The results in Table 4.5 

demonstrates that with increased Si content, the area fraction of Al2Cu has a trend of increasing 

because Si can promote the solubility of Cu in Al[52]. This is in agreement with reference[45]. 

The decrease of Al2Cu means a higher Cu concentration in the matrix, the transformation of Fe 
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IMCs also released certain Cu atoms into the matrix[128]. These two phenomena can be used 

to explain the growth of microhardness with Si, as the mechanical properties of experimental 

alloys at as-cast condition are mainly contributed by solution solid strengthening.   

Table 4.5 Al2Cu area fraction of 4 experimental alloys at as-cast condition. 

Alloys 0.1Si 0.25Si 0.5Si 0.8Si 

Area fraction of 

Al2Cu/% 

3.1±0.6 2.5±0.4 2.2±0.3 2.1±0.4 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Microhardness of experimental alloys at as-cast condition. 

4.1.2.2 T7 &T7A conditions  

For T7 conditions, the compression yield strength of experimental alloys at both room 

temperature and 300 ℃ is shown in Figure 4.8. Noticeably, the alloying of Si increases the 

compression yield strength at both room temperature and 300 ℃. At room temperature, the 

increase of yield strength is from 316 MPa in 0.1Si alloy to 355 MPa in 0.8Si alloy, while at 
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improvement in general, it is indisputable that the increase of YS of alloys at lower Si contents 

(0.1Si and 0.25Si) is significant with less increase in Si content than from 0.25Si to 0.8Si, 

whereas the YS almost remains at the same level. Besides, with increasing testing temperature, 

each alloy suffers a thermal softening. The YS at 300 ℃ is ~40% of the YS at room temperature 

for 4 experimental alloys. 

 

Figure 4.8 Compression yield strength of experimental alloys at T7 condition: a) at RT, b) at 300 ℃. 

 

Long-term thermal stability is very critical to the high-temperature resistance of Al 

alloys. After different times (up to 1000 h) of thermal exposure at 300 ℃, the compression 

yield strength tests of experimental alloys are conducted and the results are shown in Figure 

4.9, which indicates a reversed relationship between yield strength and Si contents to that at T7 

condition that yield strength decreases with Si contents. Moreover, yield strength also drops 

with increasing thermal exposure time for all experimental alloys. However, the decreasing 

pattern varies with Si contents, which becomes much more severe in high Si alloys. Taking the 

exposure time of 100 h as an example, comparing Figure 4.8 a) and Figure 4.9 a), it can be 

observed that 0.1Si alloy loses 46% (from 316 MPa to 170 MPa) of yield strength at room 

temperature. This number is much higher in 0.8Si alloy, in which the loss of yield strength at 

room temperature is 70% (from 355 MPa to 107 MPa). Through this, a great challenge can be 
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expected for the mechanical property enhancement in high Si alloys. As the time of thermal 

exposure elapses, the yield strength of each alloy further decreases. For 0.5Si and 0.8Si alloys, 

the yield strength first drops significantly, but after 200 h thermal exposure, the trend of 

decreasing becomes less obvious. And the yield strength at 300 ℃ of these two alloys tends to 

stabilize after 500 h thermal exposure. 0.1Si and 0.25Si alloys have a relatively mild loss of 

yield strength during thermal exposure, and no platform can be observed in yield strength 

curves. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Compression yield strength of experimental alloys at T7A conditions. 

 

4.1.3 Evolution of creep behavior with Si    

The elevated-temperature properties of experimental alloys at different T7A conditions 

are also characterized by compression creep tests at 300 ℃ under 30 MPa for 90 h. The typical 

creep curves are shown in Figure 4.10. The steady creep rates are calculated and given in figure 

4.11, which is used to characterize the creep resistance of alloys combined with the total creep 

strain.  
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Among three experimental alloys, 0.1Si alloy has the best creep resistance. The creep 

strain of 0.1Si alloy increases rapidly in the first few hours, and then slightly increases with 

time, which is the symbol of turning into the quais-steady stage. The steady creep rate and total 

strain of it increase with increasing thermal exposure time. 0.1SiT7A500 reaches the highest 

steady creep and total strain (1.6×10-8/s and 0.27 separately), but the values are still much lower 

compared with 0.5Si and 0.8Si alloys at the same condition. 

 

0.5Si shows a similar tendency to 0.1Si but with much higher total strains and steady 

creep rates and the creep strain increases faster with time. This could be explained by the lack 

of strengthening θ’ precipitates acting as dislocation movement barriers in 0.5Si alloy. The 

microstructures are presented in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.11, it is obvious to observe that the 

steady creep rate of 0.5Si increases faster with the thermal exposure time of test samples; this 

is related to the faster coarsening of θ’ precipitates observed in 0.5Si compared with 0.1Si. 

 

Unlike 0.1Si and 0.5Si alloys, the creep test results of 0.8Si alloy display an antithetic 

pattern. The total strain decreases with the thermal holding time of the samples, and the creep 

curves are divided into two stages. For T7A100 condition, it has a much higher total strain and 

creep rate at the first stage, for the other two conditions, the creep rate and total strain are higher 

in the second stage. The creep rates of each condition in the first stage are very different, 

however, in the second stage, there is only a slight decrease with Si as shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10 Typical creep curves of experimental alloys. 

 

Figure 4.11 Calculated steady creep rates of experimental alloys. 
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low number density of θ’ precipitates with a tilted angle with their habit plane, indicating they 

are losing the semi-coherent interface with α-Al. Small size α-dispersoids are observed and 

confirmed by TEM EDS, unlike blocky or rod-like morphology[129], the α-dispersoids in 

0.8SiT7A100 crept samples are in small round shape, which means it is formed during creep 

tests, since they are not observed at 0.8Si T7A100 condition (Figure 4.5). This phenomenon 

can explain why the creep curves are divided into 2 stages. Because the newly formed α-

dispersoids are more thermal stable at 300 ℃ than θ’ precipitates, and can effectively act as 

the dislocation movement barriers, resulting in a slower steady creepy rate. Another typical 

structure is shown in Fig 4.13 b) with relatively dense θ’ precipitates. The interaction between 

dislocations and precipitates was not observed like in Fig 4.13 a). Also, Si particles, which still 

exist at 0.8Si T7A200 condition, are not found at the 0.8Si T7A 100 h crept condition. This 

means the creep test accelerates Si atoms to partition to θ’ precipitates; this process can cause 

more Si-rich precipitates, which will further accelerate the coarsening of θ’ precipitates leading 

to poor creep resistance. 

 

                     

Figure 4.12 . BF-TEM image of 0.1Si T7A100 after 90 h creep test under 30 MPa at 300 ℃. 
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Figure 4.13 a), b) BF-TEM images of 0.8Si T7A100 after 90 h creep test under 30 MPa at 300 ℃, and 

c) EDS analysis result. 

 

 

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1.1 Formation and coarsening behavior of precipitates with Si additions 

The coarsening behavior of θ’ precipitates is an important part of microstructure 

evolution during thermal exposure. The thermal stability of experimental alloys is directly and 

largely reflected by it, as θ’ precipitates is the main strengthening precipitates. The coarsened 

θ’ precipitates, as the result, will weaken the strengthening effect, compared with fine 

c) 
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precipitates. The thermodynamically driven coarsening of θ’ precipitates can be modeled by 

following equation [19, 130]: 

�̅�𝑛 − �̅�0
𝑛 = 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡0) (1) 

Where  is the mean radius of θ’ precipitates at the time t;  is mean radius of θ’ 

precipitates at starting time, which is corresponding to the T7 condition in this study; t is the 

thermal exposure time; t0 is the starting time, which is the T7 condition; k is described as a 

coarsening rate constant to evaluate the coarsening rate of θ' precipitates; and n is the temporal 

exponent, which is determined by coarsening mechanism. When coarsening is controlled by 

volume diffusion, θ’ precipitates follow the t1/3 law (n=3)[19, 131, 132]; and when interfacing 

kinetic takes control, it tends to obey the t1/2 law[133, 134]. 

 

t1/2 law and t1/3 law are examined separately in this study revealing that experimental 

data shows good linear fitting results under both laws with high value of the coefficient of 

determination R2. The statistical results are shown in Fig 4.14 (for the sake of simplicity, only 

the results of the t1/3 law are presented), and Table 4.6 summarizes the values of k for different 

experimental alloys. Clearly, the increase of Si content increases the k value for θ’ precipitates. 

In 0.5Si and 0.8Si alloys, the data points are divided into 2 stages, indicating a significant drop 

of coarsening rate after 200h thermal exposure. By taking the derivative of  with respect to t in 

equation (1) when n=3, we can get: 

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑡
=

𝑘

3(𝑘 ∙ 𝑡 + 𝑟0
3)

2
3

 (2) 

Which simply shows the coarsening rate will decrease as   increases, therefore as thermal 

exposure proceeds.  
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Due to the difficulty of measuring important parameters, it is hard to modify the LSW 

equation by calculating the interfacial energy or diffusion coefficient of solute to further 

investigate the coarsening mechanism. However, the faster coarsening rate with higher Si 

contents does not match with the reduction of interfacial energy caused by Si based on t1/2 law. 

So, here we try to make an explanation according to t1/3 law. But note that the actual situation 

could be more complex.  

At T7 condition, the dense θ’ precipitates are observed in high Si alloys. The short 

inter-precipitates spacing and small precipitates size (of higher surface to volume ratio) that 

cause the high number density of θ’ precipitates are believed to increase the coarsening rate, as 

they lead to a decreased diffusion distance between precipitates. Patrick et al. [57] also reported 

that larger precipitates and greater inter-precipitates spacing can provide additional time for the 

segregation of Mn and Zr as stabilizers. This is consistent with the experimental 0.1Si alloy.  

For T7A conditions, high Si alloys have larger size θ’ precipitates and greater inter-

precipitates spacing but still with larger coarsening rate constant k. Here, a hypothesis is 

proposed that there are two types of θ’ precipitates in high Si alloys: Si-rich θ’ precipitates and 

non-Si-rich θ’ precipitates caused by the nonuniform distribution of Si. Si-rich θ’ precipitates 

generally coarsen faster than non-Si-rich θ’ precipitates when other parameters are the same. 

And when Si segregates next to a θ’ precipitate, the precipitate will coarsen faster than others 

without Si segregation. This theory is put forward on the basis of few facts: 1) Si has a high 

diffusion coefficient in Al matrix; 2) Si particles are always observed in 0.8Si alloy along with 

large-size precipitates; 3) Si can be partition to Cu sublattices in the precipitates, leading to 

high Si concentration in θ’ precipitates; 4) with larger-size θ’ precipitates and greater inter-

precipitates spacing, high Si alloys still have higher coarsening rates. The schematic of the 

proposed mechanism is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Table 4.6 Coarsening rate constant k of different experimental alloys. 

Alloys k/(nm3/h) R2 

0.1Si 0~1000 h 13.8 95.0 

0.5Si 
0~200 h 73.0 98.9 

200~1000 h 21.5 93.8 

0.8Si 
0~200 h 167.0 93.5 

200~1000 h 31.3 99.5 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 The statistical results on the coarsening evolution of θ’ precipitates (0 h stands for T7 

condition). 
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Figure 4.15 Schematic of proposed coarsening mechanism. 

 

4.2.1.2 Strengthening mechanism  

This part demonstrates the yield strength changes of experimental alloys with Si and 

thermal exposure contributed by different strengthening mechanisms. Generally, yield strength 

of polycrystalline alloys is linked to the grain boundary and the critical resolved shear stress of 

the grain[135]. It should be indicated that the experimental alloys do not display an evolution 

of deformation. Therefore, the yield strength can be approximately written as[135-137]: 
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𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎0 + 𝜎𝑔𝑏 + 𝜎𝑠𝑠+𝜎𝑝 (3) 

Where σ0 is the yield strength of aluminum matrix, which is around 34 MPa for pure 

aluminum 99.99%, σgb is the contribution of grain boundary strengthening, σss is the 

contribution of solid solution strengthening and σp is the contribution of precipitates 

strengthening.  

 

Precipitation strengthening is the main strengthening method in Al-Cu cast alloys, 

which is related to the size, type, number density, and volume fraction of precipitates. A 

strength model was implemented based on the parameters of strengthening precipitates. 

 

On the basis of the coherence with α-Al matrix and its shearability, θ” is reported to 

contribute to the critical resolved shear stress(CRSS, ) mainly through coherency strengthening 

and interfacial strengthening[138]. A recent study found that in 224 alloys, the interfacial 

strengthening effect of θ” precipitates is negligible compared to coherency strengthening[3]. 

The effective equation used to describe the coherency strengthening contribution of this 

shearable, plate-like precipitates is expressed by[138]: 

∆𝜏𝜃" = 4.1 ∙ 𝐺 |𝜀
3
2| ∙ [

𝑓𝑑𝑡

2𝑏
]

1
2

(4) 

Where G is the shear modulus of α-Al matrix = 25.4 GPa, ε is the lattice strain = 0.006, 

b is the Burgers vector =0.284 nm, f is the volume fraction of precipitates, dt is the true diameter 

of precipitates[38, 139]. 

 

For semi-coherent and non-shearable θ’ precipitates, the contribution to CRSS can be 

explained by the Orowan looping mechanism[87] and the corresponding effective equation is 

given by[38]: 
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∆𝜏𝜃′ =
𝐺𝑏

2𝜋√1 − 𝑣
∙

1

1.23 ∗ 1.03

√𝑁𝑣𝑑𝑡

−
𝜋𝑑𝑡

8
− 1.061𝑡𝑡

∙ ln
√𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑏
 (5)

 

Where v is the Poison ratio = 0.33 for face-centered cubic metals[38], Nv is the number 

density of precipitates, and other parameters are mentioned above.  

To develop an overall CRSS contribution of these two types of precipitates, an equation 

is given by[121]: 

∆𝜏𝑞 = (∆𝜏𝜃′)𝑞 + (∆𝜏𝜃")𝑞 (6) 

Where  is the combined CRSS contribution of θ” and θ’ precipitates, q is an exponent 

between 1 to 2. The value of q is determined by the strengths of obstacles. Here we used q=2 

as both dislocations and precipitates have equal strengths with aging proceeding[140]. 

With the CRSS contribution, the yield strength increment due to precipitates can be 

obtained by[3]:  

𝜎𝑝 = 𝑀 ∙ ∆𝜏 (7) 

Where M is the Taylor factor =3.06[141].  

The strength induced by solid solution strengthening can be described as[142]: 

𝜎𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑖
𝑖

(𝑖 = 𝐶𝑢) (8) 

Where ci is the concentration of i solute (at%) and ki is the scaling factor of i solute 

(kCu= 13.8 MPa/at%)[143]. Only the contribution of the main solute element Cu is calculated. 
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The concentration of Cu atoms in the matrix is considered as its solubility at 300 ℃. The value 

is calculated by Thermal-Calc software.   

The strength contributed by grain boundary strengthening is demonstrated by Hall-

Patch relationship[144]: 

𝜎𝑔𝑏 = 𝑘𝐻𝑃𝑑−
1
2 (9) 

Where kHP=0.042 MPa/m-1/2[137] is the Hall-Patch constant and d is the average grain 

boundary of the alloys. 

Based on the measured precipitates parameters, grain size and Cu concentration, the 

overall yield strength is calculated as predicted yield strength and presented with experimental 

results in Figure 4.16. It can be found that the calculated yield strength is very close to the 

experimental ones and follows the same tendence, confirming the feasibility of applied 

strengthening mechanisms for Al-Cu 224 alloys. The minor difference between them could be 

from the errors generated during the measurement of precipitates parameters.  Based on the 

calculation, precipitates strengthening accounts for the largest proportion of the estimated yield 

strength. The values and experimental yield strength are highlighted in the figure.   
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Figure 4.16 Calculated yield strength in comparison with experimental data: (a) T7A100, (b) T7A200, 

(c) T7A500 and (d) T7A1000. 
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4.3 Summary 

In the present work, four different Al-Cu 224 type alloys with various Si additions are 

prepared to study the effect of Si on the evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties 

during the thermal exposure at 300 ℃, the following conclusions are made based on the results: 

1). High Si content Al-Cu 224 alloys have smaller θ’ precipitates size and smaller 

inter-precipitates spacing in T7 microstructure and display higher coarsening rates of θ’ 

precipitates during thermal exposure. A hypothesis is proposed to explain the coarsening 

behavior in this study that Si-rich θ’ precipitates might coarsen faster. 

 

2). The addition of Si leads to a dramatic reduction of thermal stability and 

mechanical properties after thermal exposure at 300 ℃ (T7A conditions) with a significant 

drop of the number density and coarsening of θ’ precipitates. 

 

3). Si has a dramatic negative effect on the creep resistance of experimental alloys. 

0.8Si alloy exhibits the worst creep resistance among the alloys studied. However, Si particles 

are decomposed and small size α-dispersoids are formed during creep tests in 0.8Si alloy, 

slightly reducing the creep process.  

  

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 5 Influence of transition elements on the microstructure and 

properties during thermal exposure in high-Si 224 alloy   

 

In this part, transition elements Zr, V, and Mn are added in high-Si 224 alloy to 

examine the possibility of enhancing its mechanical properties. In addition, a new 2-step heat-

treatment is also applied.  

 

Two alloys, one base alloy (alloy O) and one with the addition of transition elements 

(alloy F) are tested. The conventional T7 heat treatment (CHT) and a 2-steps heat-treatment 

are applied to the experimental alloys. The chemical compositions of two alloys as well as the 

heat treatment procedures are listed in the section 3.1.2 (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). To align with the 

former work in Chapter 4, samples after the 2-step heat treatment are also marked as “T7”. It 

follows the same annealing process at 300 ℃ up to 500 h, samples after annealing are marked 

as “T7A”. OM and TEM are used to reveal the microstructure, while compression yield 

strength tests are conducted to characterize the mechanical properties.  

  

5.1 Evolution of microstructure  

The typical microstructures of two alloys after two different heat treatments at T7 

condition are demonstrated in Figure 5.1. It is composed of α-Al, primary Al2Cu and α-Fe 

IMCs. Only a very small amount of Al2Cu phase is observed in alloys subjected to CHT, which 

is mostly dissolved in the matrix, while a higher amount of Al2Cu phase exists after 2-step heat 

treatment. This is because the CHT includes 10 h solution heat-treatment, but it is only 2 h 

solution treatment in 2-step heat treatment. Research has proved that 2 h of solution heat 

treatment was not enough to well dissolve Al2Cu[51], which means in this case, 2-step heat 
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treatment does not provide as much Cu atom concentration in the matrix as CHT. That leads 

to a lower number density of θ’ precipitates, eventually lower yield strength at T7 condition.    

 

Figure 5.1 Typical microstructures of experimental alloys at T7 condition: a) Alloy O CHT/T7; b) 

Alloy O 2-step/T7; c) Alloy F CHT/T7; d) Alloy F 2-step/T7. 

TEM is used to study the evolution of microstructures during heat treatments. Figure 

5.2 shows the BF-TEM images of the experimental alloys after CHT at T7 and T7A100 

conditions. As the base alloy, the microstructure of alloy O is the same as 0.5Si alloy in Chapter 

4, which includes θ” and θ’ precipitates at T7 condition and θ’ precipitates and equilibrium θ 

at T7A100 condition. For alloy F, the addition of Zr and Mn also leads to the formation of α-

dispersoids and Al3Zr dispersoids. However, neither of these dispersoids distributes uniformly 

and they are not observed in the same area, therefore, each condition has two typical 

microstructures. Figure 5.2 b, c) shows the microstructure of alloy F after CHT at T7 condition. 

Comparing two different images, it is clear to see in the area where Al3Zr dispersoids co-exist 
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with θ” and θ’ precipitates, the length of θ” and θ’ precipitates is obviously shorter than where 

α-dispersoids exist. It is reported that Al3Zr can facilitate the precipitation of θ” precipitates. 

The sandwich-like compact structure of Al3Zr dispersoids and θ’ precipitates is observed, 

which aligns with literatures[12]. But near α-dispersoids, there is clearly a space between α-

dispersoids and θ” or θ’ precipitates. Because α-dispersoids are formed before the precipitates 

during the heat treatment, and it consumes Cu atoms which are also the essential components 

of θ” or θ’ precipitates. The pre-existence of them restrains the precipitation of θ” precipitates. 

At T7A100 condition, θ’ precipitates in θ’ precipitates/Al3Zr dispersoids co-existing area still 

maintain a fine size (shown in Figure 5.1 f)). For the θ’ precipitates in θ’ precipitates/α-

dispersoids co-existing area, the reduction of number density is obvious, large size θ’ 

precipitates have transformed to equilibrium θ, but still some fine sized θ’ precipitates are 

observed.  
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Figure 5.2 BF-TEM images and SAEDPs of experimental alloys at T7 and T7A conditions: a) Alloy O 

CHT/T7; b,c) Alloy F CHT/T7; d) Alloy O CHT/T7A100; e,f) Alloy F CHT/T7A100. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the BF-TEM images of alloy O after 2-step heat treatment at T7 and 

T7A100&500 conditions. 2-step heat treatment introduces more α-dispersoids in the structure 

and has less solution heat-treatment time. These two factors are unconducive to the θ” and θ’ 

precipitation and will further decrease the yield strength from the contribution of precipitation 

strengthening, which can explain why the yield strength of alloy O is low after 2-step heat 

treatment.  

Figure 5.4 shows the BF-TEM images of alloy F after 2-step heat treatment at T7 and 

T7A100&500. More α-dispersoids are found in alloy F due to the higher content of Mn. The 

distribution of α-dispersoids is chain-like or random, but not uniform, making α-dispersoids/θ” 

and θ’ precipitates co-existing areas and α-dispersoids free area. Similar to CHT, the 

precipitation of Al3Zr dispersoids occurs in α-dispersoids free areas, but their diameter is much 

finer than after CHT, because the solution heat-treatment time is too short for the dispersoids 

to coarsen. Figure 5.5 a) shows the Al3Zr dispersoids/θ” and θ’ precipitates co-existing area at 

T7A100 condition under higher magnification to better reveal the microstructure. The 

sandwich-like compact structure is not observed, but the Al3Zr dispersoids are denser than after 

CHT. During thermal exposure at 300 ℃, the coarsening of θ’ precipitates is unavoidable, the 

evolution of the microstructure is demonstrated in Figure 5.4 b) and c). The microstructure 

varies significantly from area to area. 3 different zones are marked in Figure 5.4 c). In zone A, 

Al3Zr dispersoids are not observed and many equilibrium θ precipitates are observed at an 

angle of 45 degrees with the θ’ precipitates. In Zone B, Al3Zr dispersoids are observed with θ’ 

precipitates but without θ phases. A detailed TEM image of zone B is shown in Figure 5.5 b), 

comparing to T7 condition, Al3Zr dispersoids show no tendency of coarsening during the 

thermal exposure at 300 ℃ up to 500 h. In zone C, only few small size θ’ precipitates are 

observed, and the dominant phase is α-dispersoids. Apparently, θ’ precipitates with presence 
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of Al3Zr dispersoids in zone B have better coarsening resistance than those without it in zone 

A.   

 

Figure 5.3 BF-TEM images of alloy O after 2-step heat treatment: a) at T7 condition; b) at T7A100 

condition; c) at T7A500 condition. 
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Figure 5.4 BF-TEM images of alloy F after 2-step heat-treatment: a) at T7 condition; b) at T7A100 

condition; c) at T7A500 condition. 
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Figure 5.5 BF-TEM image of Al3Zr/θ’ precipitates co-existing area in alloy F after 2-step heat 

treatment: a) at T7A100 condition; b) at T7A500 condition (zone B in figure 5.4 c)) 

 



 

5.2 Evolution of mechanical properties   

The compression yield strengths are measured to characterize the mechanical properties of 

two experimental alloys. The test results are shown in Table 5.1. Under conventional heat treatment, 

alloy F shows a better yield strength (around 20 MPa higher than allot O) at T7A100&500 conditions, 

while at T7 condition, the yield strength of both alloys is similar. The same phenomenon is also 

observed under 2-step heat treatment. For the base alloy O, the 2-step heat treatment does not 

positively affect the mechanical properties. This is expected because of the insufficient solution 

treatment time. For alloy F, using 2-step heat-treatment does not increase the yield strength at T7 

condition, but the improvements for T7A100&500 conditions are obvious. 

Considering that the materials are designed to serve at elevated-temperatures, here we use the 

compression yield strength at T7A conditions at 300 oC to represent their elevated-temperature 

properties. The order is: Alloy F+2-step heat treatment > Alloy F+CHT > Alloy O+CHT > Alloy 

O+2-step heat treatment.    

Table 5.1 Compressive yield strength of two experimental alloy.  

 

 

Condition T7 T7A100 T7A500 

Temperature 
RT 300 ℃ RT 300 ℃ RT 

300 

℃ 

CHT 

O 365.4±7.5 136.6±3.3 109.4±3.0 63.9±1.2 95.6±7.8 52.2±1.2 

F 366.6±9.6 146.2±1.4 137.6±2.2 81.0±1.7 122.2±0.3 75.9±2.5 

2-step heat 

treatment 

O 290.5±19.4 138.2±4.4 122.8±2.3 68.3±1.3 89.2±1.6 50.6±1.8 

F 
313.4±13.9 134.6±5.5 

151.7±11.

3 
81.2±1.4 135.1±6.8 76.7±2.4 
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5.3 Summary   

Transition elements, Zr, V and Mn are added in the 0.5Si alloy and a new 2-step heat 

treatment is applied to test the possibility for enhancing mechanical properties in high-Si (0.5 wt%) 

224 alloys. In this part of work, it can be concluded: 

 

1) The main benefit of the addition of transition elements is to increases the mechanical 

properties of 0.5Si alloy at T7A conditions (after thermal exposure for 100 h and 500 h). 

However, there no significant improvement at T7 condition. The newly designed 2-step heat 

treatment does not improve the mechanical properties of the base alloy, but it improves the 

in the alloy with Zr, V and Mn addition. 

 

2) The addition of transition elements promotes the formation of α-dispersoids and Al3Zr 

dispersoids. The 2-step heat treatment further promotes the precipitation of these two types 

of dispersoids, but their distribution is non-uniform, leading to the different local 

microstructures at T7A conditions.  



 

CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS  

224 Al-Cu alloys with various Si content from 0.1 wt% to 0.8 wt% are well investigated in 

this study and the results are presented in Chapter 4.  Transition element Zr, V and Mn are added in 

0.5Si alloy and a 2-step heat-treatment is applied to enhance the high-temperature properties of high 

Si alloys, the results are presented in Chapter 5. From that we can get some conclusions: 

 

1. Despite the positive effect on mechanical properties at T7 condition, the addition of Si 

significantly reduces the thermal stability and high-temperature properties of Al-Cu 224 

alloys at T7A conditions. 

 

2. A hypothesis regarding Si-rich θ’ precipitates that might coarsen faster is proposed to explain 

the high coarsening rate of θ’ precipitates in high Si alloys. The T7 microstructure of smaller 

θ’ precipitates size and smaller inter-precipitates spacing in high Si content Al-Cu 224 alloys 

also plays an important role in the coarsening behavior in terms of that it results in shorter 

diffusion distance during thermal exposure.  

 

3. Si also dramatically affects the creep behavior of Al-Cu 224 alloys. The creep resistance of 

Al-Cu 224 alloys becomes very poor after adding Si. But in 0.8Si alloy, Si particles are 

decomposed and small size α-dispersoids are formed during creep tests, slightly increasing 

the creep resistance. 

  

4. The addition of transition elements Zr, V and high-level Mn and 2-step heat-treatment 

effectively improve yield strength of 0.5Si 224 alloys at T7A conditions by promoting α-

dispersoids and Al3M dispersoids which are both thermal stable at 300℃.



 

CHAPTER 7 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. In the present work, the effect of Si on 224 alloys is well investigated. It is proposed that 

Si can accelerate the coarsening of θ’ precipitates during thermal exposure. High 

resolution TEM or atom probe tomography is suggested to provide detailed evidence of 

Si segregation at interface of α-Al matrix and θ’ precipitates. 

 

2. In the present work, we only tested one alloying method and one new treat treatment 

method with the addition of transition elements. The enhancement of mechanical 

properties in high-Si 224 alloy is not systematically studied, especially the contribution 

from thermally stable dispersoids. Therefore, quantifying the precipitates and dispersoids 

strength contribution as well as conducting creep tests and thermal mechanic fatigue are 

wishful to better characterize the elevated-temperature properties.  

 

3.  Different combination of transition elements and optimized the 2-step heat treatment are 

accordingly suggested to obtain the uniform distribution of dispersoids and to acquire 

better mechanical properties at elevated temperatures.  
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